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OBJECTIVE: To compare the accuracy of Hadlock formula for birth weight prediction in third trimester ultrasound
in making clinical decision for mode and time of delivery to avoid feto-maternal complications. INTRODUCTION:
The estimation of fetal weight is important in clinical decision making to reduce the postpartum maternal morbidity
and for planning the mode of delivery. The timely decision will also affect the fetal management which ultimately
depends on estimated fetal weight on ultrasound examination. Ultrasound is noninvasive method and give
sufficient information of fetus prior to delivery. The fetal birthweight is vital parameter that estimates the survival
of neonate. Therefore, the aim of this audit is to assess the accuracy of estimated weight on ultrasound with
postnatal actual fetal weight. METHODS: We included ultrasound reports of 100 pregnant patients having their
third trimester ultrasound between 30-42 weeks of gestation in month of January 2022 and later delivered a term
single baby in our gynae-obstetrics department. The reports were evaluated by two radiologists with five years
of experience in obstetric ultrasound. The estimated fetal weight (EFW) was calculated with preprogrammed
Hadlock formula and EFW was compared with actual birth weight at delivery. RESULTS: The average Estimated
Fetal weight according to ultrasound was 2.99 kg and the average Actual Birth weight was 2.87 kg. The Discrepancy
between Estimated Fetal Birth Weight and Actual birth weight is < 10% suggesting the accuracy of this method
for estimation of fetal weight on ultrasound examination.
Keywords: Ultrasound, Hadlock method, Birth weight.

ABSTRACT

Introduction

In utero estimation of fetal weight is an important part
of pregnancy management. Valuable information is
provided through this modality to help physicians
make informed decisions about timing and delivery
route.1,2 It is also very helpful when selecting patients
for vaginal delivery after caesarean section and
assisted breech birth. Prenatal weight estimation is
also an important tool in monitoring and detecting
intrauterine growth restriction and macrosomia.3,4 Fetal

weight is therefore an independent risk factor in
determining perinatal mortality.
Ultrasonography is currently the primary technology
used in obstetrics to estimate fetal weight. It is unclear
which ultrasound technologies, when used with one
or two fetal biometric parameters compared to three
or four parameters, produce a more accurate esti-
mation.5,6

Numerous studies have been conducted to determine
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how well different formulas that incorporate various
ultrasonic measures can predict birth weight.7,8  EFW
has been integrated into typical routine antepartum
examination of high-risk pregnancies. However, no
one formula or biometric measurement is more accu-
rate than another.9,10 About 40-75% of estimations
are within 10% of the actual birth weight, whereas
the mean absolute error of sonographic ally predicted
birth weight typically ranges between 6 and 12% of
the actual birth weight.11 Before the implication of
ultrasound, the clinical measurement of fetal weight
involved external palpation of the fetal components
and uterine contour. Early research has shown that
69% of estimates come within 10% of the real birth
weight and that 80-85% of clinical estimations are
within 500 g of the true birth weight.12 Accuracy is
higher in the average birth weight range, taking
through ultrasound examination, unrelated to obstetric
education or experience. According to several resear-
chers estimating fetal weight by palpating the uterus
is unreliable. Although it is commonly acknowledged
that sonographic measurements, which are objective
and reproducible, provide estimates of birth weight
that are more accurate than clinical assessment.
The goal of the current study was to evaluate the
accuracy of the estimated birth weight obtained from
a regular antepartum ultrasonography, calculated
with preprogrammed Hadlock formula with postpartum
actual birth weight.

side of the skull. Femoral length (FL) was calculated
as the distance between the greater trochanter and
the femoral condyles along the ossified diaphysis of
the fetal femur. The fetal abdomen’s abdominal
circumference (AC) was gauged at the point where
the portal sinus and umbilical vein converge. With
the aid of elliptical calipers, the head circumference
(HC) was calculated, as shown in (Fig.1). The reports
were saved and available on Picture archiving commu-
nication system (PACS) for review. These reports
were evaluated by two radiologists with five years of
experience in obstetric ultrasound. The estimated

Material and Method

In this single center retrospective study ultrasound
reports of 100 pregnant patients were included who
had third trimester ultrasound between 30-42 weeks
of gestation in radiology department of Aga khan
university Hospital in month of January 2022 and
later delivered a term single baby in our gynae-
obstetrics department. Days from ultrasound to
delivery were equal to or less than 2 weeks. All study
participants had their fetal weight estimated via
ultrasound, which was done under the direction of a
consultant radiologist with expertise in the field. At
the level of the falx cerebri, the thalamus, and the
cavum septum pellucidum, the biparietal diameter
(BPD) was measured from the outer table of the
proximal fetal skull to the inner table of the opposite



Figure 1(a): The estimation of BPD and HC at the level of thalami
and septum pellucidum (b): AC at the level of portal vein, stomach

bubble and spine (c): estimation of femur length
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Figure 2: The chart shows relation of estimated fetal weight with
actual birth weight
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fetal weight (EFW) was calculated with prepro-
grammed Hadlock formula and EFW was compared
with actual birth weight at delivery. The accuracy of
fetal weight estimation was examined by calculating
the mean percentage difference (error) using the
formula.(EFW-BW/BW)x100

Results

The 100 ultrasound reports of 15 Radiologists shows
the average Estimated Fetal weight was 2.99 kg and
the average Actual Birth weight was 2.87 kg. The
Discrepancy between Estimated Fetal Birth Weight
and Actual birth weight is + 110 grams showing <10%
discrepancy range of estimated fetal weight with
actual birth weight and accuracy of 96% indicating
the reliability and success rate of Had lock method
for estimation of fetal birth weight. (Fig.2)

Discussion

Fetal weight is the most important variable affecting
fetal and neonatal morbidity and mortality. Both
macrosomia and intrauterine growth restriction
increase the risk of perinatal morbidity and long-term
neurological and developmental disabilities. Iden-
tification of an intrauterine growth-restricted fetus
after 37 weeks of gestation is a delivery indicator that
reduces the risk of intrauterine fetal death. Similarly,
the diagnosis of fetal macrosomia, especially pelvic
macrosomia, may be an indication forces are an
delivery.13,14 Therefore, accurate estimation off etal
weight has important implications for fetal health and
delivery management.
The current audit was done to evaluate the accuracy
of Hadlock method for prediction of fetal weight on
ultrasound which includes head circumference (HC)
for EFW. The average Estimated Fetal weight
according to ultrasound was 2.99 kg and the average
Actual Birth weight was 2.87 kg. Our results show
less than 10% mean percentage error for Hadlock
method which is slightly more effective then study
done by Abalka A.etal.15 Thus, indicating that ultra-
sound is accurate in determining fetal weight.
Several studies have been conducted to compare
fetal weight estimation through ultrasound to actual
birth weight.2,16,17 A study conducted by Gurung et
al showed that accuracy of ultrasound in estimating
fetal weight is closer to the actual birth weight. Other
studies have also shown that ultrasound estimation
is more accurate in estimating fetal weight.19

One study sought to assess whether maternal weight
was a modifier in the ultrasound assessment off etal
weight, but the results were inconclusive. In oligo-
hydramnios, amniotic fluid volume has been shown
to reduce the accuracy of abdominal circumference
(AC) measurements, as it can become difficult to
locate the fetal skin boundary.
Our study also has some limitations, in few cases
there was difficulty in taking the fetal parameters due
to reduced liquor and in some cases, there was
suboptimal visualization of fetal structures due to
thick maternal abdominal wall. These confounders
have to some extent affect the actual results. However,
despite these limitation s ultrasound method of fetal
weight estimation was effective with less discrepancy
to actual birth weight.
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Conclusion

Our results support estimation of fetal weight (EFW)
through ultrasound with less discrepancy and high
accuracy to actual fetal weight and thus increasing
the chances to detect the fetus for intrauterine growth
restriction or small for gestational age and helps the
clinician for further management and decision making
for mode of delivery, to avoid maternal morbidity and
fetal mortality rate.
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